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Professional products for 

fitness, wellness, 

healthy sitting and 

sleeping & Pilates training

SISSEL®

The natural way
of Sweden
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SISSEL® WORLDWIDE – 
A PHILOSOPHY FROM SWEDE 

Now, we are one of the leading suppliers of healthcare solutions in Europe.

More than 500,000 therapists, healthcare specialists and professionals as

well as millions of consumers trust in our products, more than two thirds

of which are still manufactured in Europe (mainly Sweden and Germany).

Furthermore, where required, all products are CE approved. With the

help of international partners, we have established a worldwide

distribution network permitting SISSEL® products to become available in

over 40 countries. And the number is cons tant ly growing.

For our SISSEL® partners, we offer a wide range of services and tools to

contribute to their success: approved concepts for their start, expert advi-

ce prior during and after realization first class service and many morece prior, during and after realization, first-class service and many more.

In addition, all our distributors worldwide have access to our ready-to-

use marketing and internet tools: a vast range of catalogs, posters, con-

sumer and product brochures which help to boost sales and are easy to

adapt to national needs. Special sales tools for selected products further

help to attract customers' interest, provide information and even haptic

experiences. Furthermore, most SISSEL® products are delivered in attrac-

tive packagings. Everything our partners need for a flourishing business

from one source.

Naturally Swedish...

With the fresh, natural design of our catalogs and marketing tools,, we

cherish our Swedish roots, where the success story began. Clear, Nordic

images made in Sweden emphasize „the natural way“ in our philosophy

and product range. 

SISSEL® – The natural way of Sweden: healthy sitting, sleeping

and moving. 

The story began in Sweden more than 25 years ago with an ortho-

pedic pillow… which has successfully captured the world market.

In 1986, Swedish entrepreneur Carl-Emil Christensen and his wife Sissel

set about looking for a natural, effective way to fight Sissel's neck pains

– the SISSEL® pillow was born and a philosophy made its way.

Many experts from therapy, hospitals and rehabilitation applied the pil-

low and the successful function of an anatomically shaped neck pillow

reflects in many current clinical studies. Nowadays, the unique shape of

the original SISSEL® pillow is still a central feature of our sleeping pillows

and is eternalized in the company logoand is eternalized in the company logo.

Over the years, with the help and constructive input of therapists, health

product specialists and consumers, we have established a comprehen -

sive range of superior fitness, wellness and healthcare products. Always

sticking to the SISSEL® philosophy of „The natural way“. 

A few years ago, believing in the high potential of the Pilates method,

we introduced a special range of high-quality products and fitness equip-

ment for the Pilates body & mind training. Thus, contributing to the

increasing popularity of Pilates training in Europe.

In cooperation with international partners and leading producers in the

healthcare and therapy sector, we are constantly in search of new

app r oaches and innovations. With their expertise and support, we conti-

nuously broaden and refine our product range in order to contribute to

and maintain the long-term success of our partners and customers.
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FOR FURTHER INFORMATION ABOUT SISSEL® HEALTHCARE,
FITNESS AND WELLNESS PRODUCTS AND PILATES 
EQUIPMENT VISIT OUR WEBSITE: WWW.SISSEL.COM!

® Advantage:
25 years of SISSEL® quality „The natural way““

Trust in the "SISSEL® warranty" we give you on thee 

entire SISSEL® product range:

• 25 years of experience, which sets standards

• naturally healthy functioning of SISSEL® products

• 5 years guarantee on shape retention of all SISSELEL® neck pillowsneck pillows

• high-quality manufacturing, highest quality standards

• environmentally friendly production, predominantly in Europe 

(Sweden and Germany)(Sweden and Germany)

• selected, sustainable materials

• continuous quality control, maximum innovation

SISSEL® worldwide
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CREATE YOUR SISSEL® THEME WORLDS!

PROFESSIONAL PRESENTATION - WITH SISSEL®

CREATE YOUR SISSEL® WAITING AREA!
® experieence

world and easily attract your customers’ interest. The SISSEL® marketing and

promotion tools provide the perfect base for your success. Try it out!

Whether floor display, banner display or product-specific promotion solutioons -

it's your choice!

Leave a lasting impression on your customers and show what you have to offer! With the SISSEL® marketing concept you increase your sales

and your image. Profit from our vast pool of attractive, ready-to-use advertising and marketing tools in a natural Swedish layout: catalogs, posters,

banners, displays, customer and product brochures generate interest and boost sales. Moreover, almost all SISSEL® products are delivered in an

eye-catching, four-color packaging with description in 8 languages and EAN code.

A perfectly matched marketing concept for maximum success!

7 theme worlds which set creative accents: From healthy sitting and sleeping to vitalizing fitness and relaxing massage, from Yoga and

Pilates and soothing hot-cold therapy to health for mother and child we offer you a comprehensive range of sustainable high-quality pro-

ducts in an attractive design.

Strikingly innovative, convincingly good. It can’t be overlooked!gly good. It can’t be overlooked!gly good. It can t be overlooked!
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SISSEL® SALES TOOLS 7

py to assist you in your sales room or shop window decoration with attractive salesWe are also hap

l Swedish design. tools in a natura

poster, brochures and packaging generate your customers’ interest, boost your salesSales displays, p

ngthen your positioning in the healthcare market.success and stre

fessional expertise - with SISSELConvey your pro ® products which literally "move" the consumer.

This is how your SISSEL® Shop could look like:

CREATE YOUR SISSEL SALES ROOM!

Most SISSELMost SISSEL® products are available in an attractive 4 color packagingproducts are available in an attractive 4-color packaging

with descriptions in 8 languages and EAN code.

A perfect eye-catcher:
The SISSEL® SITFIT® Plus 

promotion chair!

You can find more information

about the SISSEL® marketing 

concept and the entire marke-

ting program in the brochure 

"Professional Presentation".

Ask for your free copy now!
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COMFORTABLE  REST      

T E N S I O N - F R E E  S L E E P

S I S S E L ® H E A L T H C A R E  P R O D U C T S
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SISSEL® Orthopedic Pillows

All SISSEL® Orthopedic Pillows feature substantial support to the lower cervical spinal column. As a result, the entire

shoulder and neck region is well-supported. Due to its unique angle, the pillow glides between shoulder and cervical

spinal column and fills the space between, which gently leads the spinal column into the anatomically correct positi-

on. A slightly stretching effect on neck and spinal column might make the change feel unusual at first. Your body will

require a little time (2 to 14 nights) to once again get used to a healthy natural sleep. 

SISSEL® Orthopedic Pillows Plus and Classic consist of poly urethane 

foam, which has a high support capacity. SISSEL® Orthopedic Pillows 

Soft, Soft Plus, Deluxe and Bambini, on the other hand, are made

from visco-elastic foam, a very smooth material.

Satisfaction guaranteed:
5 years SISSEL® quality made in Sweden

Convincingly good: For more than 25 years, the SISSEL® brand has been representing highest 

quality and customer value. That’s our rule of thumb. You can take our word for it. And therefore, we grant a five years

warranty on the shape stability of all SISSEL® Orthopedic Pillows, SISSEL® Medi Support, SISSEL® Sit Special 2 in 1, SISSEL®

Sit Ring and  SISSEL® Back. Because we are certain that our products live up to what they promise! Each product is care-

fully selected and produced under the highest quality standards, exclusively in Sweden, the origin of the SISSEL® brand.

Environmentally conscious production techniques, the use of sustainable materials and maximum innovation included.

That’s the „Swedish Difference“, which makes our products special.

SISSEL® - The natural way of Sweden: healthy sitting, sleeping and moving.

TThe unique edge of all SISSEL® thopedic Pillows guarantees ideal supportOrt
of your shoulder when in a lateral position, thus relieving vertebrae and of your shoulder when in a lateral 
intervertebral discs.tervertebral discs

crux
pain

collarbonell b

!

effect of the
high shoulder

Neck problems and transferred neck pain

Extract from a study by Hugh Smythe, MD, University of Toronto

Pains coming from the neck are frequent. However, most of them are 

misdiagnosed as the symptoms are perceived somewhere else. Due 

to thrust and pressure forces in the lower cervical spinal column, the pain is transmitted resulting in in

the brain drawing false conclusion concerning the localisation of the injury. Repeated damages, espe-p

cially while sleeping, delay the recovery. An effective treatment requires reliable support of the lowwer

cervical spinal column during the entire night – every night.

Because healthy sleep is essential – making you forget stressful days and enhancing relaxatioon.

If you do not get the necessary recovery, the consequences are serious: tension headaches, inner rest-

lessness and physical as well as mental loss of power. Therefore, you should act in advance. With tthe

SISSEL® Orthopedic Pillows, your sleep will be quiet and relaxed again.

For more information, ask for the entire study.

TENSION-FREE SLEEP 9

ustomer broshureCC
SISSEL„S„ ® orthopedic
illows“ available. PP
ou can find moreYY
nformation about theini
ISSELSS ® marketing
ools in the broschuretot
Professional Presen-„„
ation“. Ask for yourtat
ree copy now!frf

Actively supporting pillows
(supporting polyurethane foam)( l h f )

Pressure reducing pillowsP
(visco-elastic foam)
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Two covers for better protection of the visco-
elastic special foam: 
• cotton protection cover
• velours pillow cover with zipper, ivory

elasticity effect

SISSEL® Orthopedic Pillow Soft Plus

• description see SISSEL® Soft

• adjustable in height by adding or removing the Vario Pad

• size: approx. 47 x 33 x 11/14 cm

Item Number Attributes

110.011 SISSEL® Orthopedic Pillow Soft, size L,  incl. ivory pillow cover 
110.020 SISSEL® Orthopedic Pillow Soft, size M, incl. ivory pillow cover
110.001.01 Pillow cover velours, ivory, size L
110.001.02 Pillow cover velours, ivory, size M
110.001.03 Pillow cover cotton, white, size M
110.001.03 Pillow cover cotton, white, size L

Item Number Attributes

110.021 SISSEL® Orthopedic Pillow Soft Plus, incl. ivory pillow cover
110.001.01 Pillow cover velours, ivory
110.001.03 Pillow cover cotton, white, size L

SISSEL® Orthopedic Pillow Soft

Gentle sleep and soft support!

• combines the advantages of the millionfold proven classical

SISSEL® shape with the benefits of visco-elastic foam

• the increased isolated pressure distribution together with 

slightly reduced support or correction intensity makes it the

ideal pillow for sensitive neck patients

• due to its delayed elasticity efffect, the pillow slowly adjusts 

to any shape

• no matter how head and 

shoulders turn at night, your

spine is always softly supportted

• made from visco-elastic foam

• with ivory colored velours 

cover (80% cotton/20% polyester, washable at 40° C))

• size: M-approx 47 x 33 x 11 cm

L-approx 47 x 33 x 14 cm

Customer broshure
SSEL„SIS ® orthopedic Pillows Soft“ available. 
ou can find more information about theYo
SISSELS ® marketing tools in the broschure

„Professional Presentation“.
Ask for your free copy now!

Now also available 
in medium size! 

NEW

unique edge
adjustable in
height
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The unique edge of all
SISSEL® Orthopedic Pillows
guarantees ideal support of
your shoulder when in a
lateral position, thus relie-
ving vertebrae and
intervertebral discs.

One pillow for all patients! 
Adaption to all shoulder widths, neck
lengths and individual rest preference
due to Vario Pad.

Ventilation system for ideal sleep climate!
More than 90 ventilation channels prevent
unpleasant heat pockets.

SISSEL® Orthopedic Pillow PLUS

A PLUS for your neck!

• especially suited to relieve vertebrae and interverte-

bral discs when suffering from diseases of the cervical spine

• adjustable in height by adding or removing the Vario Pad

• size: approx. 47 x 33 x 11/14 cm

• incl. velours cover (80% cotton/20% polyester,

ivory colored, washable at 40°C)

SISSEL® Orthopedic Pillow Classic

Our standard orthopedic neck pillow!

• size M: approx. 47 x 33 x 11 cm

• size L: approx. 47 x 33 x 14 cm

• incl. velours cover (80% cotton/20% polyester, 

ivory colored, washable at 40°C)

TENSION-FREE SLEEP 11

Item Number Attributes

110.004 SISSEL® Orthopedic Pillow Classic, large, incl. ivory pillow cover
110.005 SISSEL® Orthopedic Pillow Classic, medium, incl. ivory pillow cover
110.001.02 Pillow cover velours, ivory, size M
110.001.01 Pillow cover velours, ivory, size L
110.001.03 Pillow cover cotton, white, size M
110.001.03 Pillow cover cotton, white, size L

Item Number Attributes

110.001 SISSEL® Orthopedic Pillow PLUS, incl. ivory pillow cover
110.001.01 Pillow cover, velours, ivory, size L
110.001.03 Pillow cover cotton, white, size L
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wider pillow

unique
edge

adjustable in height

WWW.SISSEL.COM12

SISSEL® Orthopedic Pillow Bambini

The bambini version of the proven SISSEL® Orthopedic Pillow Soft!

• for children four years and up

• helps achieve a pieceful sleep

• with colorful cover (100% cotton), 

washable at 40° C

• size: approx. 35 x 25 x 9 cm

• pillow core washable by hand

SISSEL® Orthopedic Pillow Deluxe

The wider pillow, adjustable in height!

• 16 cm wider than the SISSEL® Ortho pedic Pillow PLUS

• made from visco-elastic foam

• adjustable in height by adding or removing the Vario Pad

• comes with luxurious satin cover 

(100% cotton, washable at 40° C)

• size: approx. 63 x 33 x 10/12 cmx 33 x 10/12 cm

Item Number Attributes

110.003 SISSEL® Orthopedic Pillow Deluxe, incl. pillow cover
110.003.01 Satin pillow cover, white

Item Number Attributes

110.007 SISSEL® Orthopedic Pillow Bambini, incl. cover
110.007.01 Colorful cover
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TENSION-FREE SLEEP 13

Process of rolling in (example with SISSEL® pillow Soft)

SISSEL® Orthopedic Pillow Travel Cover

The handy travel case for all standard SISSEL® pillows!

• fits SISSEL® pillows Soft, Soft Plus, Classic and Plus

• easy and space-saving wrapping of the neck pillow

• can also be used as neck support when rolled up

• color: blue

Item Number Attributes

110.002 SISSEL® Orthopedic Pillow Travel Cover, blue

Of course, the filling is
of ecological cultivation.

SISSELL® Palea Palea

The spelt pillow – a present of nature!

• perfectly adjusts to the shape of head and neck

• maintains the ideal line of the cervical spinal column

• moisture and heat regulating

• spelt consists over 90% of silicon dioxide, therefore,

spelt pillows are very agreeable

• size: approx. 40 x 60 cm

• not washable

• pillow case 100% cotton

Note: Product subject to natural weight fluctuations.

Item Number Attributes

111.001 SISSEL® Palea spelt pillow without cover, approx. 40 x 60 cm

NEW
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Item Number Attributes

111.004 SISSEL® Panicore, 60 x 40 cm

NEW

SISSEL® Panicore

The millet chaff pillow – natural support 

for your neck vertebrae!

• precise adjustment to the shape of your head anand neck

• provides best possible support for your neck vertetebrae

• temperature and moisture regulating

• noise and dust reduced

• filling: 100% millet chaff

• size: approx. 60 x 40 cm

• made in Germany

llet chaff fillingmill

fits in any standard
pillow cover
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SISSEL® Buchi®

The flexible neck support with natural 

buckwheat filling!

• supports the neck on long, exhausting trips 

by car, train or airplane

• ideal as relaxing reading aid at home

• ideally adjusts to the shape of the neck 

• lining 100% cotton, cover 100% polyester

• available in three attractive colorsble in three attractive colors

Item Number Attributes

116.001 SISSEL® Buchi®, blue
116.003 SISSEL® Buchi®, burgundy
116.004 SISSEL® Buchi®, gray
116.020 SISSEL® Buchi® display

Displayi l for valuef l
presentation of the

SISSEL® Buchis®

Item Number Attributes

116.010 SISSEL® Buchi® Soft, blue/gray
116.010.01 SISSEL® Buchi® Soft, cover, blue/gray

Color:

Color:

With anatomically adjusted 

neckline for more comfort.

NEW

SISSEL® Buchi Soft

Relaxed travelling – with the visco-elastic

version of our famous SISSEL® Buchi!

• cuddly yet supporting

• high-quality visco-elastic foam more core

• ideally adjusts to individual neck shape due to two 

different inclination angles

• two covers for better protection of the visco-elastic special foam: 

cotton protection cover

• fluffy soft velours cover (80% cotton,

20% polyester), with zipper, 

removable, washable

• with practical carry bag
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Perfect elevation regulation through 
individually adjustable heel wedge (incl.)

SISSEL® Venosoft®

Features the advantages of leg pillows

with a visco-elastic Temp-Control® layer!

• the integrated layer makes effective leg elevation 

wonderfully soft and pleasant, even for sufferers of severe, 

inflammatory vein diseases

• use to ease vein trouble, varicose veins, congestions,

swollen legs and during pregnancy

• incl. cover (75% cotton/25% polyester)

• available in 2 sizes:

approx. 65 x 50 x 22 cm, height up to 1655 cm

starting height 165 cm, approx. 78 x 50 x 22 cm,

ustomer broshure Cu
ISSEL„SI ® Venosoft“ available. 
u can find more informationYo
out the SISSELab ® marketing
ols in the broschure too
rofessional Presentation“.„P
k for your free copy now!y pyAs

Item Number Attributes

140.004 SISSEL® Venosoft, small, up to 165 cm
140.005 SISSEL® Venosoft, large, from 165 cm and up
140.006 Cover, small, white
140.007 Cover, large, white

with visco-elastic layer
(3 cm)

with individually
adjustable heel
wedge
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TENSION-FREE SLEEP 17

ThThe SISSEL® Mattress Overlay shapes to your body,
thus creating the best possible pressure distribution.

“NoNormal  mattresses and pillows cause pressure“Normal“ mattresses and pillows cause pressure
points, creating discomfort.

SISSEL® Mattress Overlay

… the new quality in sleeping!

• simply place it on the existing mattress

• open cell, visco-elastic special foam with high stability

• contours to the body and creates a soft but stable shape

• easy handling and transport due to low weight

and bulk

• for pain-reduction and prevention of neck tensions

• high-quality terry cover (80% cotton/20% polyester) 

with zipper, machine-washable

• 5 year warranty on shape retention

Note: a very old, worn-out mattress reduces the 

effectiveness of the overlay

SISSEL® Medi Support

Comfortable rest, relaxing sleep!

• a lot of people experience the lateral position as uncomfortable;

the legs are lying upon each other and the knees knock against each other; 

the SISSEL® Medi Support can provide relief

• use when suffering from hip and knee complaints or as positioning aid after hip operations

• simply adjust with 2 convenient Velcro fasteners to the legs

• reduces pressure on the knee joints

• prevents sweating

• for perfect positioning when lying, the pelvis is less bent

• cover made of cotton (80%) and polyester (20%)

• size: approx. 17 x 20 cm, 10 cm at the smallest part

Item Number Attributes

113.002 SISSEL® Mattress Overlay, incl. white cover, approx. 90 x 200 x 7 cm
113.000 SISSEL® Mattress Overlay, incl. white cover, approx. 100 x 200 x 7 cm

Item Number Attributes

170.060 SISSEL® Medi Support 
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Stable positioning
of babies in supine
or lateral position –
babies feel safe
and secure.

Ideal aid also for
therapeutic use.

length:

approoxx. 195 cm

SISSEL® Comfort

Optimal positioning for all ages!

• ideal aid for positioning and care of the elderly

• perfect for daily relaxation and support of babies and adults

• use for nursing – takes the strain off arms and shoulders

• during or immediately after pregnancy individual body

parts (especially abdominal wall and perineum) can be

specifically relaxed while resting in a supine or lateral position

• 8 different covers available

• size: approx. 195 x 35 cm

• with practical fleece bag with zipper

Three filler materials available:

• our spelt pillow – a natural product, cooling, tested for harmful

substances, and rated „recommendable by „Ökotex“ (product test)

magazine, not washable, approx. 3.5 kg

• our polystyrol pillow – with micro beads, pleasantly

contour to your body, light-weight, approx. 1.2 kg,

machine-washable up to 60° C, with zipper for refilling

• our polypropylene pillow – washable up to 95° C, sterilizable 

up to 140° C, approx. 1.2 kg, with zipper for refilling, no loss of

volume due to multiple shock resistance of the slightly larger beads,

filling received a „recommen d able” rating by „Ökotex“ magazine,

very suitable to use in hospitals, nursing homes and therapyp , g py

graffiti blue sun, moon and stars

ornament

starfish

Polyurethane,
blue (water-repellent)

Different covers available:

Item Number Attributes

170.001 SISSEL® Comfort, filler material: polystyrol, without cover
170.002 SISSEL® Comfort, filler material: spelt, without cover 
170.014 SISSEL® Comfort, filler material: polypropylene, without cover
170.009 Cotton cover, graffiti blue
170.006 Cotton cover, sun, moon and stars
170.019 Cotton cover, hibiscus
170.020 Cotton cover, starfish
170.021 Cotton cover, ornament
170.022 Polyurethane cover, blue (water-repellent)
170.023 Velours cover, chocolate/cream
170.024 Velours cover, bordeaux/gray

hibiscus

PU-Cover

Now also available with 
fluffy soft velours cover!

bordeaux/gchocolate/cream

NEW – Velours covers (80% cotton/20% polyester)

gray

/20% polyester)

No
flu

NEW

Cotton covers (100%)

Customer broshure 
„SISSEL® Mother & child“
available. You can find
more information about the
SISSEL® marketing tools in
the broschure „Professional
Presentation“. Ask for your
free copy now!

WWW.SISSEL.COM18
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TENSION-FREE SLEEP 19

113.009 Temp-Control® Mattress, 80 x 200 x 20 cm
113.008 Temp-Control® Mattress, 90 x 200 x 20 cm
113.010 Temp-Control® Mattress, 100 x 200 x 20 cm
113.014 Temp-Control® Mattress, 140 x 200 x 20 cm
113.016 Temp-Control® Mattress, 160 x 200 x 20 cm

The structure of the 

Temp-Control® Mattress

A

B

C

M – approx. 63 x 31 x 10 cm

S – approx. 63 x 31 x 8 cm

Classic – approx. 48 x 31 x 10 cm mL – approx. 63 x 31 x 13 cm

Temp-Control® Orthopedic Pillow

On our Temp-Control® sleep pillow, head and neck rest literally weightless. It perfectly adapts and provides a soft but stable base.

The special shape and material offer optimal support and guide the cervical spinal column into a correct position while you are sleeping.

Joints and muscles can sufficiently relax and regenerate, your blood circulation remains unobstructed. Now you are able to start the new 

day pain-free and without stiff neck! The pillow is moulded into one piece, guaranteeing consistent quality and long life-span of the

material. Contrary to other visco-elastic pillows, the filler will not harden at low temperatures. Our soft cover made of fluffy velours 

offers absolute cuddle comfort.

… the new quality in sleeping!

• outstanding pressure distribution

• open-cell, visco-elastic special foam with high stability

• especially suited to treat tense muscles

• perfectly adapts to the body, creating a soft but stable shape 

• for pain-reduction and prevention of neck tensions

• pillow case made from high-quality velours (80% cotton/20% polyester),

with zipper, machine-washable at 40° C

• extra pillow cases available

• pillow core hand-washable

• available in 4 sizes: S (approx. 63 x 31 x 8 cm), M (approx. 63 x 31 x 10 cm), L (approx. 63 x 31 x 13 cm)

… also available: the shorter version of our popular Temp-Control® sleep pillow: Classic – approx. 48 x 31 x 10 cmm

Temp-Control® Mattress

A healthy combination of comfort and support.

The three different layers of our Temp-Control® mattress accommodate each other perfectly. The well-balanced combination leads to a new sleep qua-

lity and integral well-being. Our unique foam material contours to the body perfectly, soft wherever necessary, yet stable and supportive. The optimal

pressure relief leads to a complete relaxation of the musculature. Unconscious, continuous change of position at night is greatly reduced. Finally find sleep

the way it should be!

Triple-foam-layer construction:

• A: The top mattress layer features a cube structure. Being mobile in all directions, these highly flexible cubes permit a more individualized support of

every body region. The optimal pressure relief keeps your musculature loose and relaxed. In addition, an optimized ventilation of the mattress

leads to an optimal removal of moisture.

• B: The firm central core made from special foam provides the necessary stability.

• C: The bottom layer has been divided in seven zones, specially tuned to 

the impacting body weight.

• high-quality cover features good balance between moisture release and absorption

• 5 year guarantee on shape retention

Attractive „Temp-Control® adverisement“ avvailable. 
You can find more information about the SISSEL®

marketing tools in the broschure „Professioonal
Presentation“. Ask for your free copy now!

Zone 1: Head
Zone 2: Shoulder

Zone 3: Back
Zone 4: Pelvis

Item Number Attributes

l112.001 Temp-Control®® h d llOrthopedic Pillow Queensize, size S,
incl. cover velours, white/ivory

112.002 Temp-Control® Orthopedic Pillow Queensize, size M, incl.
cover velours, white/ivory

112.003 Temp-Control® Orthopedic Pillow Queensize, size L,
incl. cover velours, white/ivory

112.202 Temp-Control® Orthopedic Pillow Classic,
incl. cover velours, white/ivory

112.015 Cover Queensize, white velours, small
112.025 Cover Queensize, white velours, medium
112.035 Cover Queensize, white velours, large
112.002.01 Cover Classic, white velours
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HEALTHY SITTING 21

with rubberized
bottom

SISSEL® Sit Special 2 in 1

For comfortable, soft and upright sitting –

perfectly relieves sacrum and coccyx!

• relieves spinal column and intervertebral discs

• ideal aid after injuries and operations

• no sliding, even during long sitting periods

• unique bridge and two anatomical depressions improve 

the quality of sitting and provide an even more convenient sitting

experience

• with visco-elastic opening for perfect relief of sacrum and coccyx

• material: high-quality polyurethane foam for perfect pressure

balancing combined with visco-elastic special foam

• 5 years warranty on dimensional stability

• comes with velours cover (100% polyester), machine-washable

• available in 3 colors

• size: approx. 43 x 40 x 9 cm

Item Number Attributes

120.021 SISSEL® Sit Special 2 in 1, incl. cover, blue
120.022 SISSEL® Sit Special 2 in 1, incl. cover, gray
120.023 SISSEL® Sit Special 2 in 1, incl. cover, beige
120.021.01 SISSEL® Sit Special 2 in 1, extra cover, blue
120.022.01 SISSEL® Sit Special 2 in 1, extra cover, gray
120.023.01 SISSEL® Sit Special 2 in 1, extra cover, beige

Color:
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SISSEL® Sit Standard and Colour

… promote a perfectly upright posture!

• relieve spine and intervertebral discs and this way enhance 

an ergonomically and anatomically correct sitting posture

• stable core, cut from one piece

• sitting wedge Colour with rugged cover (blue/graffiti,

black/colors or brick-red/graffiti) and anti-slip bottom layer,

highly effective on slippery surfaces

• 100% cotton cover (washable at 30° C)

• size: approx. 35 x 35 x 6.5 cm

• note: best use for short periods,

for longer sitting we recommend

the use of SISSEL® Sit Special 2 in 1

with anti-slide effect

Item Number Attributes

120.001 SISSEL® Sit Colour, sitting wedge with anti-slip cover, black/colors
120.003 SISSEL® Sit Colour, sitting wedge with anti-slip cover, blue/graffiti
120.004 SISSEL® Sit Colour, sitting wedge with anti-slip cover, brick-red/graffiti
120.050 SISSEL® Sit Standard, sitting wedge, with cover, blue
120.051 SISSEL® Sit Standard, sitting wedge, with cover, black
120.052 SISSEL® Sit Standard, sitting wedge, with cover, bordeaux
120.010 SISSEL® Sit Standard, cover, black
120.011 SISSEL® Sit Standard, cover, blue
120.012 SISSEL® Sit Standard, cover, bordeaux

WWW.SISSEL.COM22

Covers for the SISSEL® Sit Standard
available in 3 colors: blue, black, bordeaux

Sitting wedges
are made of 100 %
recycled foam!

Sitting wedge Colour
comes with rubberized 
bottom.

Color cover SISSEL® Sit Standard

Covers for the SISSEL® Sit Colour
available in 3 designs/colors.
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HEALTHY SITTING 23

SISSEL® Sit Ring

Pleasant and pressure-free sitting anywhere!

• everyday sitting support

• for local pressure relief

• use when suffering form obstructed sitting especially after surgeries

of the perineum, anal lesions, hemorrhoids or during or after preg-

nancy

• maintains its shape, hypo-allergic and flame-resistant

• material: polyurethane foam

• comes with eudermic 100% cotton terry cover,

machine-washable 

• available in 2 variations: round or oval

Item Number Attributes

121.017 SISSEL® Sit Ring, incl. terry cover, round, white
121.018 SISSEL® Sit Ring, incl. terry cover, oval, white
121.017.01 Cover SISSEL® Sit Ring, round/oval, terry, white
121.017.02 Cover SISSEL® Sit Ring, round/oval, PU

approx.
15 cm

approx. 45 cm

approx.
  13 cm

approx. 20 cm

approx.
    49 cm

approx. 43 cm

Attractive sales tool available!

SISSEL® Floor Display

For value presentation of your SISSEL® products.

Each display set contains:

• 1 corpus, 3 shelves, 2 top boards duplex printed with

different motives (sleeping/sitting, fitness/general motive)

• plastic palette

• transport box

• size: approx. 67 x 43 x 160 cm 

Color cover:

You can find more information about the SISSEL®

marketing tools in the broschure „Professional
Presentation“. Ask for your free copy now!
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Thigh rest in the front: 
• stabilized sitting due to thigh rest
• suitable for long sitting intervals

Round side in the front:
• active and dynamic sitting
• suitable for short sitting 

intervals and exercises

incl. exercise posteri l i t

SISSEL® SITFIT® Plus

The refinement of our successful SITFIT® with 

2 functions!

• perfect combination of sitting wedge and air filled 

sitting pad

• ergonomically enhanced shape provides optimal ensem-

ble of active sitting and outstanding sitting comfort

• active and dynamic sitting relieves upper body and

works back muscles without exercising

• enhances an upright posture

• also suitable to exercise musculature of back and

pelvic floor

• with pump to adjust individual pressure regulation 

and also exercise poster

• latex-free

• available in three colors

• Ø approx. 37 cm, one size for teens and adults

• option: velours cover, available in 7 colors

NEW

Item Number Attributes

160.070 SISSEL® SITFIT® Plus - blue
160.071 SISSEL® SITFIT® Plus - red
160.074 SISSEL® SITFIT® Plus - black

Item Number Attributes

160.074. .. Cover SISSEL® SITFIT® Plus, ø approx. 37 cm, velours
(-01) blue, (-02) orange, (-03) burgundy, (-04) gray,
(-05) green, (-06) brown, (-07) black

Color:

Colors cover SISSEL® SITFIT® / SITFIT® Plus:

SISSEL® SITFIT® & SITFIT® Plus Covers

• velours cover

• available for SISSEL® SITFIT®, Ø approx. 33 cm and 36 cm, 

and SISSEL® SITFIT® Plus/Junior

• material: 80% cotton, 20% polyester, washable at 60° Ctton, 20% polyester, washable at 60  C

• available in 7 coloors: 

brown, blue, burggundy,

green, gray, orangge, 

black (SISSEL® SITFFIT®

Plus Junior availabble 

in 3 colors: yelloww, 

orange, turquoise)

Customer broshure C b h
SISSEL„ ® SITFIT® & SISSEL®

SITFITS ® Plus“ available.
You can find more informati-YY
on about the SISSELo ® marke-
ing tools in the broschureti
Professional Presentation“.„

Ask for your free copy now!AA
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HEALTHY SITTING 25

Covers available
in 3 colors.

SISSEL® SITFIT® Plus Junior 

It’s never to early for healthy sitting!

The SISSEL® SITFIT® Plus Junior perfectly works your 

back muscles during long sitting periods in 

front of the PC, when studying or doingy g g

your homework!

• available in 3 colors

• Ø approx. 33 cm

For further informatioon

see SISSEL® SITFIT® Pluus.

One of many exercises shown on the exercise poster.

incl. exercise posterl

SISSEL® SITFIT®

Active sitting with SISSEL® SITFIT. A way to

work your back – without actively exercising!

• an active, dynamic, sitting aid

• exercises muscles of back and pelvic floor

• builds foot and leg muscles

• relieves upper body and builds back musculature

• prevents back problems and corrects poor posture

• valve permits pressure variation, individually adjustable

• comes with exercise poster

• Ø approx. 33 cm or 36 cm

• option: velours cover, available in 7 colors

��������������

� �� � � � ® � � � � �� �

� � � � � � � � � � � � �

Item Number Attributes

160.200 SISSEL® SITFIT® Plus Junior, blue
160.201 SISSEL® SITFIT® Plus Junior, red
160.204 SISSEL® SITFIT® Plus Junior, black
160.204.02 Cover SISSEL® SITFIT® Plus Junior, velours, orange
160.204.08 Cover SISSEL® SITFIT® Plus Junior, velours, yellow
160.204.09 Cover SISSEL® SITFIT® Plus Junior, velours, turquoise

Item Number Attributes

160.100 SISSEL® SITFIT®, ø approx. 33 cm, red
160.103 SISSEL® SITFIT®, ø approx. 33 cm, black
160.104 SISSEL® SITFIT®, ø approx. 33 cm, blue
160.110 SISSEL® SITFIT®, ø approx. 36 cm, red
160.113 SISSEL® SITFIT®, ø approx. 36 cm, black
160.114 SISSEL® SITFIT®, ø approx. 36 cm, blue
160.104. .. Cover SISSEL® SITFIT® ø approx. 33 cm, velours

(-01) blue, (-02) orange, (-03) burgundy, (-04) gray, 
(-05) green, (-06) brown, (-07) black

160.114. .. Cover SISSEL® SITFIT® ø approx. 36 cm, velours
(-01) blue, (-02) orange, (-03) burgundy, (-04) gray, 
(-05) green, (-06) brown, (-07) black

NOT AVAILABLE IN SWITZERLAND, 
AUSTRIA, SWEDEN AND DENMARK!

Covers available in 7 colors.Covers available in 7 colors.

Color

Color:

��������������
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easy to
clean cover

high-quality 
vinyl foam

layered, 
natural 
wood shell

anti-skid
underside

SISSEL® DORSABACK-PAD
FOR SISSEL® DORSABACK

AVAILABLE!

SISSEL® DorsaBack & 
SISSEL® DorsaBack-Pad

Comfortable sitting every where!

• prevention and rehabilitation of back problems

• comfortable sitting everywhere – on all chairs,

even too soft or deep ones, on all couches

• supports the entire back

• corrects a poor posture

• variable sitting angle (from upright to lying)

• encourages healthy, upright sitting

• easy to transport, weighs only 2.3 kg

• covered in a durable, luxurious polysuede fabric 

(100% polyester)

• available in 3 colors

• size: approx. 31 x 50 cm (back), 44 x 37 x 3.5 cm (seat)

• 3 year warranty on shape retention

Option: SISSEL® DorsaBack-Pad for SISSEL® DorsaBack

• height-adjustable lumbar support

• colors and material identical to the SISSEL® DorsaBack

Item Number Attributes

121.005.20 SISSEL® DorsaBack, black
121.006.20 SISSEL® DorsaBack, gray
121.007.20 SISSEL® DorsaBack, blue
121.009 SISSEL® DorsaBack-Pad, black
121.010 SISSEL® DorsaBack-Pad, gray
121.011 SISSEL® DorsaBack-Pad, blue

Color:
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HEALTHY SITTING 27

SISSEL® Tour

The height-adjustable lumbar support!

• ideal for vehicles without integrated

lumbar support

• secures to the car seat with an elastic baand

• adjustable in height – can be adjusted too 

individual needs

• size: approx. 31.5 x 25.5 x 5.5 cm deep

• made from cut PU foam, 

comes with 100% cotton cover

gWrong!Right!Right!

SISSEL® Back

Special treatment for a „car-damaged” 

lumbar spinal column!

• upright, improved sitting while driving

• supports lumbar spine during long car ridess

• easy and fast mounting on every car seat thanks 

to two sturdy belts

• SISSEL® Back gently guides the spine into a relaxed and

healthy position

• 100% polyester cover

• available in two colors

• size: approx. 33 x 33 cm

Note: do not use if seat rests are equipped with

integrated side impact air bags

SISSEL® DorsaBack-Car

Use the comfort of the SISSEL® DorsaBack 

while driving in your car!

• anatomically shaped wooden core

• support of the entire back

• can be easily mounted on every car seat

• cover material made of 100% polyester

• 3 year warranty on shape retention

• available in 3 colors

Note: do not use if seat rests are equipped with integrated side impact air bags

Option: Height-adjustable 

lumbar support SISSEL®

DorsaBack-Pad availablee!

Item Number Attributes

121.001 SISSEL® DorsaBack-Car, black
121.002 SISSEL® DorsaBack-Car, gray
121.003 SISSEL® DorsaBack-Car, blue
121.009 SISSEL® DorsaBack-Pad, black
121.010 SISSEL® DorsaBack-Pad, gray
121.011 SISSEL® DorsaBack-Pad, blue

Item Number Attributes

121.015 SISSEL® Back, blue
121.016 SISSEL® Back, gray
121.015.01 Extra cover, blue
121.016.01 Extra cover, gray

Item Number Attributes

121.013 SISSEL® Tour, black
121.014 SISSEL® Tour, blue

Color:

Color:

Color:
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HEALTHY  MOV ING ,     
B L I SS FUL  

RE LAXAT ION

F I T  A N D  I N  S H A P E
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FIT AND IN SHAPE - BALLS & FITNESS 29

SISSELSISSEL® Fitness Toning BallFitness Toning Ball

The mobile toning ball with sturdy straps!

• effective toning of upper body, arms and legs

• small, convenient and ready to use

• for fitness, aerobics, Pilates and core training 

• with individually adjustable straps for perfect 

fit and relief of joints

• flexible alternative to weight cuffs

• rugged, filling with fine sand

• set of 2

• available in 2 colors and 2 weights:

purple - approx. 500 g, red – approx. 1,000 g each000 g each

Item Number Attributes

310.032 SISSEL® Fitness Toning Ball, purple, approx. 500 g, set of 2

310.033 SISSEL® Fitness Toning Ball, red, approx. 1,000 g, set of 2

Color:

NEW

Item Number Attributes

162.054 SISSEL® Spicos, 11.5 x 4.5 cm, red, set of 2

SISSEL® Spicos

The flexible 2-in-1 tool for toning and massage! e!e!

• sensomotor stimulation due to knob structure

• massages muscle tensions

• for use in therapy and prevention

• for toning exercises as an alternative to dumbbells

• suitable for reflexology

• material: high quality TPE; filling: fine sandTPE; filling: fine sand

• weight: approx. 273 g / pc, 

in a practical set of 2
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incl. exercise poster

Practical carry bag
for the SISSEL®

Sport-Swing available. 

Display for up to 14 SISSEL®®

Sport-Swings available.

SISSEL® Sport-Swing

The multifunctional fitness bar 

for dynamic core exercises!

• designed to specifically build up trunk musculature, for cardio and

strength training, motion exercises, training of deep musculature

and to improve posture and coordination

• specially developed for professional use in sports and fitness

• ergonomically shaped handle for convenient usage and safe grip g

• high-quality, anti-slip handle and end pieces

made from silicone – odorless

• extremely rugged bar with 

perfectly tuned vibration action

• length: approx. 150 cm

SISSEL® Medicine Ball

One of the best fitness and rehabilitation

tools for a whole body workout!

• non-slip, washable surface

• waterproof

• available in 5 colors and weights• available in 5 colors and weights
for Display up to

5 SISSEL® MMedicine 
ailaBalls ava able.

Item Number Attributes

162.055 SISSEL® Sport-Swing, incl. exercise poster
162.055.20 Display for 14 SISSEL® Sport-Swing
162.055.15 Carry bag for SISSEL® Sport-Swing
SISSEL® Sport-Swing also available in bulk without showbox.

Item Number Attributes

160.301 SISSEL® Medicine Ball, 1 kg, Ø approx. 20 cm, yellow
160.302 SISSEL® Medicine Ball, 2 kg, Ø approx. 20 cm, green
160.303 SISSEL® Medicine Ball, 3 kg, Ø approx. 23 cm, blue
160.304 SISSEL® Medicine Ball, 4 kg, Ø approx. 23 cm, orange
160.305 SISSEL® Medicine Ball, 5 kg, Ø approx. 28 cm, red
160.310 Display for 5 SISSEL® Medicine Balls

Color/weights: 
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® Fit-Tubes and Fit-Rings

Small, versatile and affordable!

• for wellness, rehabilitation, 

muscle strengthening and aerobics

• concise posture and stretching 

exercises for upper body and legs

• SISSEL® Fit-Tubes with hygienic,

flexible handles for a better grip

with high-quality

foam handles

Item Number Attributes

163.030 SISSEL®® b ll (l h ) l lFit-Tube, yellow (light), incl. exercise manual
163.031 SISSEL® Fit-Tube, red (medium), incl. exercise manual
163.032 SISSEL® Fit-Tube, green (strong), incl. exercise manual
163.033 SISSEL® Fit-Tube, blue (x-strong), incl. exercise manual

163.021 SISSEL® Fit-Ring, yellow (light), with handles
163.022 SISSEL® Fit-Ring, red (medium), with handles
163.023 SISSEL® Fit-Ring, green (strong), with handles
163.024 SISSEL® Fit-Ring, blue (x-strong), with handles

SISSEL® Fit-Tubes also available in bulk without showbox.

incl. exercise manualincl. exercise manui l i

Color/resistance: 

lig
ht

l m
ed

iu
m

m st
ro

ng
s x-

st
ro

ng
x

SISSEL® Door Anchor

The practical accessory to diversify resistance band and tube

exercises!

• flexible door attachment for resistance bands and tubes

• easy adjustment by clamping in the door

• variable placement side, top or bottom of the door for targeted training

with flexible 

hygienic handleshygienic handles

Item Number Attributes

163.029 SISSEL® Door Anchor

NEW
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SISSEL® Fun & Active Baand

The strong aid for your fitness!

• pleasant texture and extra tough

• available in 3 different levels

of resistance

• pleasant to the touch material

• latex-free and odorless

• with practical sports box

• size: approx. 15 x 200 cm 

• also available in attractive, 

sales promoting display 

(with 4 pcs./color)

SISSEL® Exercise Loop

A well-rounded tool for your fitness!

• ideal aid for progressive muscle built-up in 

fitness and rehabilitation

• for a wide range of applications: 

group and personal training, aqua 

gym and senior fitness

• small, convenient and ready to use

• ideal fitness aid for travelling

• set of 2: 1 light for muscle built-up 

(yellow), 1 strong for fitness training 

and toning (green)

• size: approx. 5 cm x 33 cm

• with exercise instruction

Item Number Attributes

163.200 SISSEL® Fun & Active Band, orange, soft
163.201 SISSEL® Fun & Active Band, yellow, medium
163.202 SISSEL® Fun & Active Band, green, strong
163.210 Display SISSEL® Fun & Active Band, 4 pcs./color

Item Number Attributes

163.110 SISSEL® Exercise Loop, set of 2

Color/resistance: 

so
ft

s m
ed

iu
m

m st
ro

ng
s

Set of 2
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® Fitband
Essential,
15 cm x 2.5 m,
pre-cut, available
in showbox

SISSEL® Fitband & 
SISSEL® Fitband Essential d E ti l

… workout and physiotherapy!

• easy and affordable aid to in crease strength, 

stamina and coordination

• helpful exercises for postsurgical therapy, 

muscle build-up or to increase mobility

• available in 4 levels of resistance for progressive exercising

• allergen-reduced natural latex

• SISSEL® Fitband: 7.5 cm x 2 m band includes 1 clip 

and concise exercise instructions; also available in rolls 

(approx. 15 cm x 5 m / 15 cm x 25 m / 15 cm x 46 m) 

for groups.

• SISSEL® Fitband Essential: approx. 15 cm x 2,5 m

Also available

in rolls! 

7.5 x 200 cm band
includes exercise

instruction

Clip system
prevents knots.

Item Number Attributes

163.005 SISSEL® Fitband, yellow (light), 7.5 cm x 2 m
163.006 SISSEL® Fitband, red (medium), 7.5 cm x 2 m
163.007 SISSEL® Fitband, green (strong), 7.5 cm x 2 m
163.008 SISSEL® Fitband, blue (x-strong), 7.5 cm x 2 m
163.009 SISSEL® Fitband, yellow (light), 15 cm x 5 m
163.010 SISSEL® Fitband, red (medium), 15 cm x 5 m
163.011 SISSEL® Fitband, green (strong), 15 cm x 5 m
163.012 SISSEL® Fitband, blue (x-strong), 15 cm x 5 m
163.013 SISSEL® Fitband, yellow (light), 15 cm x 25 m
163.014 SISSEL® Fitband, red (medium), 15 cm x 25 m
163.015 SISSEL® Fitband, green (strong), 15 cm x 25 m
163.016 SISSEL® Fitband, blue (x-strong), 15 cm x 25 m
163.060 SISSEL® Fitband, yellow (light), 15 cm x 46 m
163.061 SISSEL® Fitband, red (medium), 15 cm x 46 m
163.062 SISSEL® Fitband, green (strong), 15 cm x 46 m
163.063 SISSEL® Fitband, blue (x-strong), 15 cm x 46 m
163.101 SISSEL® Fitband Essential, yellow (light), 15 cm x 2.5 m
163.102 SISSEL® Fitband Essential, red (medium), 15 cm x 2.5 m
163.103 SISSEL® Fitband Essential, green (strong), 15 cm x 2.5 m
163.104 SISSEL® Fitband Essential, blue (x-strong), 15 cm x 2.5 m

Color/resistance:

lig
ht

l m
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m st
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SISSEL® Securemax® Exercise Ball & 
SISSEL® Securemax® Exercise Ball Professional

Ideal for total body conditioning!

• relieves spine noticeably and strengthens back musculature

• encourages correct sitting

• a proven assistive device in physiotherapy

• use to sit on at home or school

• including workout poster

• surface has a pleasant, friendly to the touch

structure, extremely resistant to abrasion

• material: CITROFOL® BII, a PVC softener based on 

renewable resources, free of latex

The Securemax® System:

For your safety – when punctured, the ball 

will not burst but loose air gradually.

SISSEL® Securemax® Exercise Ball:

• burst-proof up to 130 kg dynamic weight

• sizes: Ø approx. 45 cm, 55 cm, 65 cm or 75 cm

• available in 4 diameters and 3 colors

SISSEL® Securemax® Exercise Ball Professional:

• burst resistant up to 165 kg dynamic weight

• sizes: Ø approx. 55 cm, 65 cm and 75 cm

red
Ø 55/65 cm

silver
Ø 65/75 cm

SISSEL® Securemax® Exercise Ball 
blue-purple
Ø 45/55/65/75 cm

Customer broshurer broshureb h
„the natural way“ available. 
You can find more information
about the SISSEL® marketing
tools in the broschure
„Professional Presentation“.
Ask for your free copy now

Item Number Attributes

160.008 SISSEL® Securemax® Exercise Ball, 45 cm, blue-purple
160.013 SISSEL® Securemax® Exercise Ball, 55 cm, blue-purple
160.011 SISSEL® Securemax® Exercise Ball, 55 cm, red
160.010 SISSEL® Securemax® Exercise Ball, 65 cm, blue-purple
160.009 SISSEL® Securemax® Exercise Ball, 65 cm, red
160.012 SISSEL® Securemax® Exercise Ball, 65 cm, silver
160.015 SISSEL® Securemax® Exercise Ball, 75 cm, blue-purple
160.014 SISSEL® Securemax® Exercise Ball, 75 cm, silver
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SISSEL® Securemax®

Exercise Ball
Professional
ice-blue
Ø 55/65/75 cm

Item Number Attributes

160.050 SISSEL® Securemax® Exercise Ball Professional, 55 cm, ice-blue
160.051 SISSEL® Securemax® Exercise Ball Professional, 65 cm, ice-blue
160.052 SISSEL® Securemax® Exercise Ball Professional, 75 cm, ice-blue

Color/diameter:
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Stackers

Which size is right for me?

Measure the length of your arm from 
shoulder to hand. This measurement 
roughly corresponds to the required 
minimum diameter. Always choose the 
ball slightly larger in diameter!

Diameter

SISSEL® Stabilizer – for a safe workout! Holds the ball in place also when not

used. Provides a feeling of security especially for pregnant women. Do all

pre-birth exercising (Lamar classes etc.) safely. 

Our 3-piece-set of Stackers provides a space-saving storage of 3 balls at a

time (for ball diameters of 65 cm and up).

The ultra strong Hand Pump – even works in case of strong 

counter pressure.

SISSEL® Stabilizer

Quadripartite, separable for easy transport.

SISSEL® Exercise Ball

The affordable way to keep fit!

• the ideal fitness device 

and sitting aid 

• relieves spine, strengthens back 

musculature 

• improves correct sitting posture 

• improved burst resistance

• burst-proof up to 75 kg dynamic weight

• material: CITROFOL® BII, a PVC softener based on 

renewable resources, free of latex

• available in 2 colors

• sizes: Ø approx. 55 cm, 65 cm, 75 cm

Note: Our Securemax® System is especially recommendable

for children, seniors and for pregnancy exercises.

FIT AND IN SHAPE - BALLS & FITNESS 35

Item Number Attributes

160.060 SISSEL® Exercise Ball, 55 cm, blue
160.061 SISSEL® Exercise Ball, 55 cm, red
160.062 SISSEL® Exercise Ball, 65 cm, red
160.063 SISSEL® Exercise Ball, 65 cm, blue
160.064 SISSEL® Exercise Ball, 75 cm, blue
160.065 SISSEL® Exercise Ball, 75 cm, red

Item Number Attributes

160.016 SISSEL® Stabilizer, Ø approx. 45 cm, quadripartite, blue
160.017 Set of Stackers, acrylic, 3 pcs.
700.001 Hand Pump

Color:
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Item Number Attributes

162.110 SISSEL® Professional Suspension Trainer, incl. exercise DVD
162.111 Wall/ceiling attachment  for SISSEL® Professional Suspension Trainer

WWW.SISSEL.COM36

SISSEL® Professional Suspension Trainer
(SISSEL® PST)

The new dimension of a total body workout!

• ideal aid to exercise thighs, buttocks, abdominals and upper arms

• perfect for a total body workout

• improves core stability in every exercise

• use for post-rehab muscle built up and mobilization exercises

• also suitable for stretching and stabilization

• made for home-use and to go

• with stainless steel safety lock

for one step length adjustment

• one of a kind padded loops

• hygienic, easy-grip handles

• heavy-duty safety straps

• made in Germany

• with exercise DVD in

English and German

and carry bag

SISSEL® Fitness Socks

The high-performance sock with 8 comfort zones! 

• high-quality terry cloth texture for maximal breathability

• optimal moisture balance

• pleasantly soft terry cloth sole for utmost comfort

• anatomically padded bottom protects sensitive foot zones 

• perfect fit due to high proportion of Lycra 

• with right (R) and left (L) labeling

• material: 33% cotton, 31% polypropylene, 20% polyamide,

16% Lycra; washable at 30° C

• available in 4 sizes S(36-38);

M(39-41); L(42-44), XL(45-47)

Item Number Attributes

162.104 SISSEL® Fitness Socks, S (36-38)
162.105 SISSEL® Fitness Socks, M (39-41)
162.106 SISSEL® Fitness Socks, L (42-44)
162.107 SISSEL® Fitness Socks, XL (45-47)

Optional: wall/ceilingg
attachment

NEW
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SISSEL® Gym Mat Professional

Our softer gym mat – optimal balance 

between shock absorption and pressure 

distribution for floor exercises!

• solid surface for better hygiene

• skin friendly, warm

• anti-slip

• made from sturdy NBR-foam for optimal pressure

resistance and durability in professional use

• extremely tear-resistant, rugged

• rolls out flatly

• modern wave structure with rounded edges

• with abrasion-proof SISSEL® logo

• sizes: approx. 180 x 60 x 1.5 cm (blue, red and 

gray) or approx. 180 x 100 x 1.5 cm (blue)

• optional: carry bag

SISSEL® Gym Mat

The optimal exercise mat for sports and fitness

as well as home use!

• hygienic, easy to clean

• skin friendly, warm

• handy and easy to roll up

• anti-slip, rugged

• optimal shock absorbing qualities

• improved high-quality foam for better pressure resistance

• modern wave structure with rounded edges

• with abrasion-proof SISSEL® logo

• available in 3 colors

• size: approx. 180 x 60 x 1.5 cm

• optional: carry bag

modern wave structure

Practical carry
bag available. 

Item Number Attributes

200.010.5 SISSEL® Gym Mat Professional, blue, 180 x 60 x 1.5 cm
200.010.015 Carry bag for SISSEL® Gym Mat Professional, 180 x 60 x 1.5 cm
200.011.5 SISSEL® Gym Mat Professional, red, 180 x 60 x 1.5 cm
200.012.5 SISSEL® Gym Mat Professional, gray, 180 x 60 x 1.5 cm
200.030 SISSEL® Gym Mat Professional, blue, 180 x 100 x 1.5 cm
SISSEL® Gym Mat Professional also available in bulk without showbox.

Item Number Attributes

200.001.5 SISSEL® Gym Mat, blue, 180 x 60 x 1.5 cm
200.002.5 SISSEL® Gym Mat, red, 180 x 60 x 1.5 cm
200.003.5 SISSEL® Gym Mat, gray, 180 x 60 x 1.5 cm
200.010.015 Carry bag
SISSEL® Gym Mat also available in bulk without showbox.

modern wave
structure

Available in 3 
attractive colors

Color:

NEW

Available in 3 
attractive colors

NEW

Color:
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SISSEL® Knut Bouncing Elk

Children should enjoy movements playfully!

• SISSEL® Knut’s appealing shape and 

optics encourage active playing

• supports coordination and balancebalance

• ideal equipment also for 

the waiting area

• sturdy resistant material

• approx. 35 cm tall

Item Number Attributes

600.004 SISSEL® Knut Bouncing Elk

Item Number Attributes

160.311 SISSEL® Fit-Dome Pro

160.311.10 Tubes for SISSEL® Fit-Dome Pro

incl. exercise poster

SISSEL® Fit-Dome Pro

The multi-functional fitness tool!

• ideally suited for balance, cardio, strenggth 

and proprioceptive exercises

• for a versatile and effective full-body wworkout

• platform facing up or down permits balance 

training in many variations

• functional and sports-oriented exercise tool

• challenging in individually varying degrees

• with pump and exercise poster

• burst resistant up to approx. 250 kg 

dynamic weight

• size: approx. 58 x 62 cm, 20 cm high

N tNote:Note: t b ti ll il bl ( t f 2)tubes optionally available (set of 2)tubes optionally available (set of 2)
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incl. exerciseincl exercise
poster

SISSEL® Balancefit Pad &
SISSEL® Balancefit Pad large

Ideal balance training!

• trains coordination and reaction

• for stability exercises

• training of motor functions to maintain 

proper balance

• for inside, outside, water use

• textured, appealing surface for increased safety

• with anti-slip coating

• material: eco-friendly synthetic rubber,

PVC free, recyclable

• available in 2 sizes: SISSEL® Balancefit Pad:

approx. 50 x 41 x 6 cm, weight: approx. 1 kg

SISSEL® Balancefit Pad large: approx. 95 x 41 x 6 cm,   

weight: approx. 1.1 kg

Item Number Attributes

162.040 SISSEL® Balancefit Pad, marble-blue
162.041 SISSEL® Balancefit Pad large, marble-blue

Attractive sales tool available!

SISSEL® Floor Display

For value presentation of your SISSEL® products.

Each display set contains:

• 1 corpus, 3 shelves, 2 top boards duplex printed with

different motives (sleeping/sitting, fitness/general motive)

• plastic palette

• transport box

• size: approx. 67 x 43 x 160 cm 

You can find more information about the SISSEL®

marketing tools in the broshure „Professional
Presentation“. Ask for your free copy now!

The maxi-version 
– extra large!
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SISSEL® Balancefit

Multifunctional training device to improve balance, 

physical coordination, strength and circulation!

• specially shaped knobbles in two different thicknesses on

the standing surface increase the body’s perceptive ability

• for foot-massage, e.g. for vein complaints

• also suitable to exercise pelvic floor

• can also be used as active, dynamic sitting aid

• with needle-valve for individual 

pressure regulation

• Ø approx. 34 cm

• available in 2 colors

Item Number Attributes

162.030 SISSEL® Balancefit, red
162.031 SISSEL® Balancefit, blue 

Larger knobs on the bottom side increase the
body’s perceptive ability andd stimulate.

SISSEL® Spikyy Dome

Find your balance and

have a fun workout!

• for better coordinaation 

and balance

• to increase physicaal 

perception and moobility

• suitable for all ageses

• blissful foot massage, relaxing 

due to nub pattern

• one solid piece

• pressure individually adjustable 

• Ø approx. 16 cm

• set of 2 with one red and one blue SISSEL®

Spiky Dome 

Item Number Attributes

161.040 SISSEL® Spiky Dome

Set of 2

Color:
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SISSEL® Balance Board

For balance and proprioceptive exercises!

• improves coordination and motor functions

• strengthens core muscles

• improves concentration

• handles weights up to 100 kg

• incl. exercise poster

• size: Ø approx. 37 cm, 8 cm high

Item Number Attributes

162.051 SISSEL® Balance Board 

incl. exercise posterincl. exercise posteri l i t

SISSEL® STEP-FIT®

The natural pebble beach for your home!

• improves whole-body coordination

• suitable for senso-motor training after injuries of the musculo-

ligamentous structures of the foot, ankle, knee and hip

• for proprioceptive training after injuries / surgeries

• suitable for sensitivity training with various surfaces

• ideal for reflexology

• stimulates the metabolism

• promotes blood circulation

• for balance training and fall

prevention exercises

• for muscle strengthening

• material: flexible, washable PU

• size: approx. 49 x 49 cm

Item Number Attributes

162.053 SISSEL® STEP-FIT®, gray, 49 x 49 cm

suitable for parcours application

NEW
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MENTAL BALANCE, FRESH ENERGY

Y O G A

S I S S E L ® H E A L T H C A R E  P R O D U C T S
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SISSEL® Yoga Relax Cushion

For relaxing moments!

• attractive yoga cushion 

• perfect for body exercises, relaxation and meditation

• also suitable as comfortable and useful sitting aid

• maximum sitting comfort

• filling: 100% pure spelt (approx. 27 l),

dedusted, heat-treated

• size: Ø approx. 40 cm,

height approx. 15 cm

• weight incl. filling: approx. 2.6 kgpp g

• available in 2 colorss

Note: Product subjectt 

to natural weight 

fluctuations.

Item Number Attributes

110.200 SISSEL® Yoga Relax Cushion, nori-green
110.201 SISSEL® Yoga Relax Cushion, burgundy

SISSEL®  Yoga Blocks & SISSEL® Yoga Belt

Getting away from everyday life with concentration,

selected exercises and relaxation!

• suitable for yoga beginners as well as pros

• SISSEL® Yoga Blocks – extremely light, sturdy blocks,

dimensionally stable, made of foam (burgundy),

size: approx. 7.5 x 22.5 x 15 cm or

solid cork, size: approx. 7.5 x 23 x 12 cm

• SISSEL® Yoga Belt: a fortified cotton strap, natural-colored, 

approx. 3.78 x 180 cm or 3.78 x 300 cm

Item Number Attributes

162.065 SISSEL® Yoga Block, burgundy
162.066 SISSEL® Yoga Block, cork
162.060 SISSEL® Yoga Belt, 1.8 m
162.061 SISSEL® Yoga Belt, 3 m

Customer broshure
„SISSEL® Yoga & Pilates“ available. 

You can find more information about
the SISSEL® marketing tools in the bro-
schure „Professional Presentation“. Ask

for your free copy now!for your free copy now!

Color:

Color:
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SISSEL® Yoga Mat „Flower“

Trendy design with flowers!

• with fabric border and straps

to roll it up easily

• available in 2 colors

• size: approx. 180 x 60 x 0.4 cm

• optional: carry bag

Item Number Attributes

200.020 SISSEL® Yoga Mat „Flower”, orange
200.021 SISSEL® Yoga Mat „Flower”, green
200.010.015 Carry bag

SISSEL® Pilates & Yoga Mat

Handy and easy to roll up!

• high-quality, anti-slip exercise mat

• hygienic and easy to clean

• with attractive fabric border

• size: approx. 60 x 170 x 0.6 cm

• optional: carry bag

Item Number Attributes

310.040 SISSEL® Pilates & Yoga Mat
200.010.015 Carry bag

Color:
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SISSEL®® Yoga Mat

The perfecct mat for yoga fans!

• for yoga beginners as well as

professionnals

• free of haarmful substances 

• available in 2 colors• size: approx.

180 x 60 x 0.4 cm

• optional: carry bag

Item Number Attributes

200.024 SISSEL® Yoga Mat, royal blue
200.025 SISSEL® Yoga Mat, fuchsia
200.010.015 Carry bag

Item Number Attributes

162.108 SISSEL® Yoga Socks, S/M (36-40)
162.109 SISSEL® Yoga Socks, L/XL (41-45)

SISSEL® Yoga Socks

e The anti-slip socks for Yoga, Pilates, dance

and barefoot exercises!

aximum comfort• with especially warm, padded bottom for ma

and correct• rubberized, anti-slip bottom for a safe stand 

exercising

• with thermal-regulating effect, deodorizing

• material: 65% cotton, 10% spandex, 20% elastic, 5% nylon

• washable at 30° C

• 2 sizes: S/M (36-40), L/XL (41-45)

Color:
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PILATES MATWORK – 
Pilates Training on a Mat

A perfect harmony of body, mind and soul, a toned, attractive body,

strength and mental power combined in a unique exercise system

– that’s Pilates. Practiced by many celebrities, stars and dancers for

years, Pilates has entered the fitness mainstream.

A growing number of fitness- and health-conscious people are fascinated by the unique whole body training.

And for a very good reason. Joseph Pilates, founder of the legendary Pilates method (*9.12.1883 in

Mönchengladbach, † 1967 in New York), himself predicted:

„After 10 sessions you’ll notice a difference, after 20 others will notice, 

after 30 you’ll have a whole new body.“ 

The secret of the method is its holistic approach with multiple positive effects on body and mind: Pilates per-

fectly tones and shapes the body. It improves flexibility, strength, endurance and mental balance. The pay for

the effort is a completely new way your body looks, feels and performs everyone is thrilled of – no matter

what age.

Pilates matwork, formerly called the „divine discipline” by Joseph Pilates, is the most well-known facet of

Pilates training. He developed countless gentle yet extremely effective exercises, which can be practiced on

a mat without accessories. In addition, depending on the level of difficulty desired, small props such as Pilates

bands, balls, rollers etc. can be used to modify and intensify the exercises. Pilates matwork can be easily prac-

ticed at home. For that purpose, special Pilates DVDs are available, which offer a vast exercise program making

the workout versatile and challenging. In addition, many gyms and physiotherapy practices have integrated

the method and offer Pilates matwork as personal training or group classes.

For more information about
Pilates training and products

please ask for our latest 
SISSEL® Pilates catalog 

or visit our website
www.sissel.com. 

Get your free sample now!

WWW.SISSEL.COM46
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310.037 SISSEL® Pilates Toning Ball, set of 2, 450 g
310.038 SISSEL® Pilates Toning Ball, set of 2, 900 g

SISSEL® Pilates Soft Ball

Supports deep relaxation!

• builds musculature

• very suitable for spinal column

and abdominal muscle exercises

• available in 2 sizes: Ø approx. 22 cm,

Ø approx. 26 cm

• handles weights up to approx. 155 kg

• includes exercise manual

Set of 2

DVDs see page 53DVD 53

SISSEL® Pilates Toning Ballll

A perfect addition to your Pilates mat

program!

• exercises arms, shoulders annd upper body

• toning balls can be easily integrated into

many more Pilates exercisess

• available in 2 weights: 450 and 900 g, 

set of 2

• size: Ø approx. 9 cm

DVD see page 53DVD see page 53

Customer broshure 
„SISSELSISSEL®® Yoga & Pilates  available. Yoga & Pilates“ available
You can find more information about the
SISSEL® marketing tools in the broschure
„Professional Presentation“. Ask for your
free copy now!

Item Number Attributes

310.030 SISSEL® Pilates Soft Ball, Ø 22 cm
310.031 SISSEL® Pilates Soft Ball, Ø 26 cm

Logo entfernen
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incl. exercise poster

SISSEL® Pilates Circle

Great variety of exercises

for core and leg strength!

• resistance training ring

• embedded metal ring with 

padding on both sides

• Ø approx. 38 cm

• incl. exercise poster

DVDs see page 53DVDs see page 53

SISSEL® Pilates Core Trainer

The all-round tool for an effective 

core workout!

• use to strengthen back, arm and

leg musculature

• for a targeted shaping of individual 

problem zones

• suitable for fitness, aerrobics and

therapy

• with four loops for simultaneous

training of arms and leegs

• with high–quality hygieenic handles

for a safe grip and easyy handling

• medium strength for effective 

resistance training

• material: multiple layerr latex

• with exercise manual

Item Number Attributes

310.020 SISSEL® Pilates Circle, incl. exercise poster

Item Number Attributes

310.121 SISSEL® Pilates Core Trainer, lime green
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DVD see page 53DVD see page 53

Item Number Attributes

310.050 SISSEL® Pilates Band, natural-colored
310.051 SISSEL® Pilates Band, blue
310.052 SISSEL® Pilates Band, red

SISSEL® Pilates Band

Supports the new, dynamic mat exercises!

• made of cotton canvas with integrated pockets to hold

hands or feet according to the exercise selectededed

• simple support for increased core stability and

perfect posture while exercising

• offers resistance thus increasing

the intensity of the exercise

• made from 100% cotton

• size: approx. 20 x 125 cm, with 6 

integrated pockets

• available in 3 colors

• includes poster with selected exercises 

SISSEL® Workout Gloves

Safe grip for mat exercises and weight training! 

• hygienic, anti-bacterial and sweat-absorbent

• rubberized anti-slip palm for a safe grip

• comfortable, rugged and breathable

• exposed fingers for better tactile perception

• especially recommendable for sensitive hands

• material: 70% viscose, 25% polyester and 5% spandex

• machine-washable at 30° C

• size: one size

• color: black

Item Number Attributes

310.125 SISSEL® Workout Gloves, black

SISSEL® Pilates Socks

The toe socks for better tactile perception and correct exercising!

• rubberized, anti-slip bottom

• 2 sizes: small/medium, large/x-large 

• washable at 30° C

SISSEL® Pilates Socks – cotton

• made from 85% cotton, 13% polyester and 2% spandex

• color: black

SISSEL® Pilates Socks – viscose

• hygienic, deodorizing and sweat-absorbent

• with thermal regulating effect: warm and comfortable in cold

weather; breathable and cool in hot weather

• made from 70% viscose fibers, 25% polyester, 5% spandex

• colors: fuchsia and sky blue

Item Number Attributes

310.060 SISSEL® Pilates Socks - cotton, L/XL (40-45), black
310.070 SISSEL® Pilates Socks - cotton, S/M (35-40), black
310.061 SISSEL® Pilates Socks - viscose, L/XL (40-45), fuchsia
310.071 SISSEL® Pilates Socks - viscose, S/M (35-40), fuchsia
310.062 SISSEL® Pilates Socks - viscose, L/XL (40-45), sky blue 
310.073 SISSEL® Pilates Socks - viscose, S/M (35-40), sky blue

Color:

Color:
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SISSEL® Pilates Roller

Ideal addition to Pilates mat training! 

• for balance and core stabilization

• material: hardened foam

• size: Ø approx. 15 cm, length approx. 90 cm 

• incl. exercise poster

• also available: SISSEL® Pilates Roller Center,

designed to store up to 5 rollers

safely and effectively (see p. 52)

incl. exercise poosster

p gDVDs see page 53DVDs see page 53

DVDs see page 53DVDs see page 53

SISSEL® Pilates Roller Pro

The sturdy roller made from synthetic rubber!

• suitable for beginning and advanced Pilates exercises

• broadens your Pilates exercise options

• more rugged than the SISSEL® Pilates Roller – ideal 

for professional exercise classes in studio or gym

• Ø approx. 15 cm, length: available in 90 and 100 cm 

• incl. exercise poster

• material: synthetic rubber

• also available: SISSEL® Pilates Roller Center, designed

to store up to 5 rollers safely and effectively (see p. 52)

SISSEL® Pilates Roller
Pro, 90 cm

incl. exercise poster

Item Number Attributes

310.010 SISSEL® Pilates Roller, 90 cm, white, incl. exercise poster

Item Number Attributes

310.011 SISSEL® Pilates Roller Pro, 90 cm, solid blue, incl. exercise poster
310.014 SISSEL® Pilates Roller Pro, 100 cm, solid blue, incl. exercise poster
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310.015 SISSEL® Pilates Roller Pro Soft, incl. exercise poster

SISSEL® Pilates Roller Pro Soft

The ,,soft” roller!

• the softer mix of material immediately responds to pressure, making

it more comfortable and stable while resting on it (perfect for the

Pilates beginner)

• suitable for beginning and advanced users

• adds many options to your Pilates exercises 

• size: approx. 15 x 90 cm

• including exercise poster

• also available: SISSEL® Pilates Roller Center, designed

to store up to 5 rollers safely and effectively (see p. 52)

DVDs see page 53D

with two different inclination angles for steep

or flat head position

3 cm

30 cm
steep head area flat head area

gently dipping 

25 cm
5 cm

5 cm

95 cm

40 cm

Item Number Attributes

310.103 SISSEL® Pilates Roller Pro Anatomic, green

SISSEL® Pilates Roller Pro Anatomic

dy alignment for roller exercises!Perfect bod

for an effective and goal-oriented core workout • designed f

engthen abdominal muscles• use to stre

and stabilizes the spine and intervertebral discs• supports a

strain of neck and head musculature• takes the 

cal shape guides the spine into a naturally relaxed position • the elliptic

synthetic rubber• material: s

ox. 95 x 15 x 15 cm• size: appro

ise poster• incl. exerc

SS

PP

pinal columnwith groove to relieve spp
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SISSEL® Pilates Sports Towts Towel

• fleecy, high-quality Vossen towel l with 

SISSEL® Pilates logo

• 100% cotton

• size: approx. 50 x 100 cm

Item Number Attributes

310.080 SISSEL® Pilates Sports Towel

SISSEL® Pilates Roller Cennter

• designed to store up to 5 rollers

• made from synthetic rubber

• accomodates all 

SISSEL® Pilates Rollers

• size: approx. 95 x 19.5 x 6 cm

SISSEL® Pilates Roller Head Align Dynamic

Reliable neck-support for Pilates exercises!

• practical tool for Pilates mat and roller exercises

• prevents over-extension of cervical spine

• for optimal body alignment

• rounded shape for dynamic positioning

• keeps head in an anatomically correct position

• usable facing up or down

• material: skin-friendly synthetic

rubber (soft EVA)

• fits any standard Pilates Roller 

(ø approx. 15 cm)

Item Number Attributes

310.101 SISSEL® Pilates Roller Head Align Dynamic, marble-blue

Item Number Attributes

310.100 SISSEL® Pilates Roller Center

Logo entfernen
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Item Number Attributes

310.002 DVD SISSEL® Pilates Ball & Band Workout, German
310.072 DVD SISSEL® Pilates Ball & Band Workout, English
310.004 DVD SISSEL® Pilates Matwork, German
310.003 DVD SISSEL® Pilates Roller & Circle Workout, German
310.005 DVD SISSEL® Pilates Roller & Circle Workout, English
310.006 DVD SISSEL® Pilates Roller & Circle Workout, French
310.007 DVD SISSEL® Pilates Toning Ball Workout, German
310.008 DVD SISSEL® Pilates Balance Workout, German
310.009 DVD SISSEL® Pilates „One hour exercise for your back“, German
310.074 DVD SISSEL® Pilates „Strong and relaxed through pregnancy and beyond“, German

DVD SISSEL® Pilates Balance Workout

he exercise DVD presents an extensive andT

nnovative workout concept with proprioceptive in

raining equipment. Thereby, the neuromus cular tr

nteraction is stimulated in a playful way, balance in

and stability are improved. The concept of the a

modern Pilates spinal school“ is put into practice:„

egmental stability of the lumbar spine in connec-s

tion with proper flexibility of the thoracic spine.

• featuring Christin Kuhnert, approx. 60 minutes, German

DVD SISSEL® Pilates „One hour exercise for your back“

Pilates group workout with the SISSELPilates group wor ® Pilates Roller

he SISSELT ® Pilates Roller provides an excellent

timulus for deep, stabilizing trunk exercises.s

A healthy, deeply strengthened and softly A

mobilized spinal column protects us in everyday m

fe. Experience the deeply moving group workout li

and feel the difference. This DVD is characterized bya

its precise verbal and tactile guidance. It serves asit

an exercise DVD for those wanting to go through an individual work-

out as well as an inspiration for instructors, therapists and Pilates

enthusiasts. Strengthen your back!

• by modifications suitable for beginners and advanced users

• featuring Nina Metternich and Annette Planck, approx. 60 minutes,

German

DVD SISSEL® Pilates „Strong and relaxed through

pregnancy and beyond“– Gentle exercises during

pregnancy and postnatal Pilates trainingpregnancy and po

A gentle workout to strengthen, mobilize, stabilizeA

and relax your body especially designed fora

mothers-to-be and young mothers. With exercises m

o ease your pregnancy and prepare for the birth as t

well as special Pilates exercises for postnatal work-w

outs and connective tissue training.  o

• featuring Nina Metternich, approx. 60 minutes, • 

German

SISSEL® Pilates DVDs

The exercises shown in our DVDs base on Joseph Pilates’ training regimen.

They should be carried out fully concentrated, with body control and preci-

sion. You should be aware of your core, consciously use your breath and

increasingly exercise in the movement rhythm.

DVD SISSELDVD SISSEL® Pilates Ball & Band Workout Pilat

The SISSELT ® Pilates ball and SISSEL® Pilates band

upport and lead the movement, they are decisives

assets in to the goal of achieving a stable core – thea

power house”. „

for beginners and advanced users • 

featuring Verena Geweniger, approx. 60 minutes,• 

German

• also available in English

DVD SISSELD D S SS ® Pilates Matwork at

Mat workouts are one of the best-known Pilates M

exercises. In our SISSELe ® Pilates matwork DVD, Verena

Geweniger (Pilates Master Trainer) leads you throughG

he mat program and shows an independent, integralt

body training for beginning and advanced users. You b

will strengthen and tighten your muscles, becomew

more flexible and, using concentration and consciousm

breathing, will find balance and well-being.

• featuring V. Geweniger, approx. 52 minutes, German

DVD SISSELD D S SS ® Pilates Roller & Circle Workoutat

The extensive training program with unbelievably T

effective exercises using SISSELe ® Pilates Roller (foam 

oller) and SISSELro ® Pilates Circle (magic circle). Get to 

know the Pilates mat training in its most effective and k

perfect way.p

for beginners and advanced users • 

featuring Verena Geweniger, • 

approx. 60 minutes total, German

• also available in French and English

DVD SISSELD D S SS ® Pilates Toning Ball Workoutat

The DVD deals with the basic elements of an optimal T

posture and the essentials of specific Pilates breathing. p

Simultaneously, you learn to initiate and lead your S

movements from a strong core. The toning balls sup-m

port the building up of strength and are used as anp

additional sensomotor impulse. In the concluding a

tretch and relax part, the balls contribute to deep s

relaxation, to relieve tension and enable you to discover bodily harmony.

• featuring C. Wolff, approx. 60 minutes, German

FIT AND IN SHAPE - PILATES 53
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SISSEL® Spiky-Ball

Fast and easy massage anytime – anywhere!

• massages muscle tensions

• supports blood circulation

• especially suited for massage of the foot reflex zone

• one-piece design, with valve

• made for years of use

• economic set of two

WWW.SISSEL.COM54

SISSEL® Spiky Twin Roller

For an effective but simple body massage!

• use to reduce muscle tensions and general tension

• perfectly suited for the massage of the long muscles alongside

the spinal column

• supports circulation and stimulates metabolism

• improves blood and lymphatic circulation

• also suitable for reflexologyy

• supports cellulite reduction

• made for longterm use

Item Number Attributes

162.052 SISSEL® Spiky Twin Roller

Item Number Attributes

161.008 SISSEL® Spiky Ball, yellow (8 cm), set of two
161.009 SISSEL® Spiky Ball, red (9 cm), set of two
161.010 SISSEL® Spiky Ball, blue (10 cm), set of two
SISSEL® Spiky-Ball also available in bulk without showbox.

Color:
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® Acupressur Mat 

Blissful relief for aching and tense muscles!

• relieving and relaxing when suffering from neck,

shoulder and back complaints

• use to treat tense and sore muscles

• enhances blood circulation, stimulating

• for general relaxation and stress reduction

• also suitable to treat sleep disorders and other complaints

• user-adjustable in effect and size

• size: approx. 40 x 60 cm, two-part, height of spikes: 1.5 cm

• easy set up

• material: hygienic, recyclable TPE, washable, disinfectable

Customer broshure
„SISSEL® Acupressur Mat“ available. 
You can find more information about the SISSEL®

marketing tools in the broschure „Professional
Presentation“. Ask for your free copy now!ree copy now!Presentation . Ask for your 

Item Number Attributes

161.051 SISSEL® Acupressur Mat
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SISSEL® FUNMASSAGER

Experience true relaxation!

• small and convenient massager 

• offers a deep or superficial massage of neckk and back

• ideal for trigger point treatment

• easy and functional applications

• enhances circulation and loosens muscles

SISSEL® Rope-Roller

SISSEL® RollerErgo-

SELSISS ®

oller – forT-Ro
long musculaturethe 

ng the spinalalon
umncolu

SISSEL® Fit-Roller

The ideal massage program!

• a combination of traditional Chinese 

natural healing practices with up-to-date 

knowledge

• use to treat muscle tensions and tension complaints

• enhances blood circulation,

boosts metabolism

• combination of pointy and round 

knobs works on different tissue zones

• improves lymph circulation

• European product, beech, oiled

• food safe

SISSEL® Scalp 
and Migraine Roller

small knobs for
connective tissueconnective tissue

big pearls for
musculature

Item Number Attributes

161.024 SISSEL® Scalp and Migraine Roller, approx. 17 cm
161.020 SISSEL® T-Roller, approx. 16 x 9 cm
161.021 SISSEL® Ergo-Roller, approx. 13 x 9 x 10 cm
161.022 SISSEL® Rope-Roller, approx. 36.5 x 8.5 cm  plus 2 ropes approx. 58 cm each
161.023 SISSEL® Super King Size Roller, approx. 31 x 24.5 x 10 cm

Item Number Attributes

161.002 SISSEL® FUNMASSAGER, blue
161.003 SISSEL® FUNMASSAGER, green
161.004 SISSEL® FUNMASSAGER, crystal
161.005 SISSEL® FUNMASSAGER, purple
161.006 SISSEL® FUNMASSAGER, pink

Ideal for 
trigger therapy!

Color:

SISSEL®

Super King
Size Roller – for massage of
the foot reflex zonethe foot reflex zone
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Intensive thumbing action 
activates circulation of tissue.

SISSEL® Massage Roller

Rolling away tensions!

• ideal for massage and relaxation

• use to treat muscle tensions and for massage of connective tissue

• enhances circulation

• perfectly suited for the massage of back

and leg muscles

• size: Ø approx. 15 cm, 45 cm long

• weight: approx. 380 g

Different attachments for countless applications:

Soft, rounded attachment -
for gentle massage.

Medium attachment - for
firm massage.

Item Number Attributes

161.060 SISSEL® Intensive Massager

Item Number Attributes

310.025 SISSEL® Massage Roller, 45 cm, solid blue

SISSELSISSEL® Intensive MassagerIntensive Ma

Intensive deep tissue massage and muscle 

relaxation without effort!

• suitable for the treatment of smaller, shorter muscle parts

• provides effective relaxation even of deep musculature

• use to treat muscle and back tensions, tension headaches,

for relaxation of musculature after exercising or preparation

before a massage

• perfect for anti-cellulite-treatment

• patented thumping action with 2 soft rubber massaging 

spheres pivoting 20 to 40 times/sec.

• 95% of the energy is transmitted into the musculature effecting 

an ideal tension and blood circulation of the treated muscle

• including set of 2 exchangeable treatment heads for varying   

massage effects and intensities

• attractive ergonomic design for maximum comfort

• user-friendly, easy to clean

• intensity adjustable in 5 levels
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THERAPY – HOT-COLD THERAPY 59

SISSEL® Pack

SISSEL® Pack compresses are ideal for 

home and therapy applications!

• quick microwave or hot water heating 

• keep in refrigerator for cool pack applications 

• affordable and universal application

• retains flexibility up to -18° C

• size: approx. 12.7 x 25.4 cm

• option: SISSEL® Pack incl. cover (100% polyester) with

Velcro fastener

also available attractive• also available: attractive, sales promoting displaysales promoting display

(see p. 63)

Item Number Attributes

150.007.10 SISSEL® Pack, without cover, 12.7 x 25.4 cm, without showbox
150.007 SISSEL® Pack, incl. cover, 12.7 x 25.4 cm, with showbox

textile-like surface

SISSEL® Hot-Cold-Soft-Pack

Especially suited for back applications!

• warm or cold application

• can be heated in water or microwave

• size: approx. 40 x 28 cm

150.015 SISSEL® Hot-Cold-Soft-Pack, approx. 40 x 28 cm
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SISSEL® Soft Touch

The tri-sectional heat pack: Permits specific treatment of

neck, kidney, back and shoulder regions!

• fast heating in microwave or hot water

• pleasant heat regulation

• convenient and simple handling

• perfect tri-sectional fit

• pleasant to the touch surface

• easy to clean

• contents fully biodegradable

• also available: attractive, sales promoting display

(see p. 63)

Treats sports injuries, bruises, etc. with cold therapy:

• cool in refrigerator or freezer compartment

• can be shaped even in cooled condition

Item Number Attributes

150.008 SISSEL® Soft Touch, approx. 20 x 40 cm

Item Number Attributes

150.030 SISSEL® Therm, tri-sectional

SISSEL® Therm

Our self-activating hot pack!

• fluid and transparent before

usage, after activating, it smoothly 

contours to your body

• heats up to 54° C within seconds

• reusable many times, boil for  

15 minutes to return to original state

• remains pliable even after• remains pliable ev

activation and cooldown

• size: approx. 20 x 44 cm
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ankle

SISSEL® Cold Therapy
Compression

Cold and compression combined! 

• 2 piece compress with removable, 

individually coolable cold pad

• reduction of pain and inflammation

• cold and compression provide prevention of swellings

• with pump for pressure regulation

• Slow Flow Gel provides long-lasting and safe temperature 

preservation

• convenient velcro closure ensures correct fit on every joint

• hygienic and easy to disinfect

• areas of application: inflammations, swellings, pains, sports

injuries, rheumatic conditions

• available in 3 variations: wrist, knee/elbow, ankle

Customer broshureCustomer broshureCustomer broshu
„SISSEL® Cold Therapy
Compression“ available. 
You can find more information
about the SISSEL® marketing
tools in the broschure
„Professional Presentation“. 
Ask for your free copy now!

With removable, individually
coolable cold pad.

Item Number Attributes

151.001 SISSEL® Cold Therapy Compression wrist
151.002 SISSEL® Cold Therapy Compression ankle
151.003 SISSEL® Cold Therapy Compression knee/elbow

knee/elbow
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SISSEL® Linum Relax

Never again cold feet!

• the 100% linseed filling stores the heat and keeps the

feet warm for a very long time

• simply heat up in oven or microwave, put on and enjoy

blissful warmth

• soothing, promotes circulation

• use chilled in the summer to treat swollen feet

• 100% cotton case 

• pair, one size

• available in 2 colors

• also available: attractive, sales promoting display

(see p. 63)

Note: Product subject to natural weight fluctuations.

SISSEL® Linum

From time immemorable linseed compresses 

have been a proven natural remedy!

• useful, multiple applications

• smooth and soft, it contours to your body, providing 

a pleasant and effective application

• pleasant relief where warmth is required – helps treaat  

muscle tensions, indisposition due to cold and stomach pains

• heat up in microwave or oven 

• 100% cotton case

• available in 2 variations:

approx. 37,5 x 36/37 cm (tri-sectional shape)

approx. 45 x 30 cm (rectangular shape)

j g
Item Number Attributes

150.051 SISSEL® Linum, 37.5 cm x 36/37 cm
150.052 SISSEL® Linum, 45 cm x 30 cm
150.051.01 SISSEL® Linum, cover, 37.5 cm x 36/37 cm

Item Number Attributes

150.100 SISSEL® Linum Relax, blue, pair
150.101 SISSEL® Linum Relax, red, pair

Colors 

NEW

Note: Product subject to natural weight fluctuations.

SISSEL® Linum im 45 x 30 cm
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SISSEL® Vinotherm

The natural heating pad – tri-sectional. For specific treat-

ment of neck, shoulder, back and kidney regions!

• 100% grape seed filling – no further filling material added

• pleasant scent when heated

• easy and fast heating in microwave or oven

• tri-sectional shape for convenient usage and perfect fit

• 100% cotton case

• size: approx. 35 x 19 cm

Note: Product subject to natural weight fluctuations.

Item Number Attributes

150.120 SISSEL® Vinotherm

Attractive sales tool available!

SISSEL® Counter Displaay

For value presentation of your 
SISSEL® hot-cold products.
• size: approx. 25 x 31 x 29 cm

Back of top board,
SISSEL® table display

You can find more information about the SISSEL® marketing tools in the broshure
„Professional Presentation“. Ask for your free copy now!
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SISSEL® Cherry

The „dry warming bottle“ for natural warmth!

• proven remedy for decades

• ideal source of warmth for infants and toddlers, 

but also for adults

• treats flatulence and indisposition caused 

by cold

• cherry stones provide gentle massage

• simple heating in microwave or oven

• also for cold application

• 100% cotton case 

• washable at 30° C

• available in 3 colors and also as a red heart

• sizes: approx. 23 x 26 cm (medium), approx. 20 x 40 cm (large)

• also available: attractive, sales promoting display (see p. 63)

Note: Product subject to natural weight fluctuations.

approx. 20 x 40 cm

approx. 

23 x 26 cm

approx. 23 x 26 cm

heart-shaped

WWW.SISSEL.COM64

Item Number Attributes

150.005 SISSEL® Cherry, 23 x 26 cm, blue
150.014 SISSEL® Cherry, 23 x 26 cm, cherry design
150.013 SISSEL® Cherry, heart-shaped
150.016 SISSEL® Cherry, 20 x 40 cm, blue
150.019 SISSEL® Cherry, 20 x 40 cm, red
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SISSEL® Cherry Heat Belt

Blissful warmth for tense back muscles!

• sustainable nature product with 100% cherry stone filling

• slightly moist heat eases back tensions and pains

• can also be used to treat stomach cramps and colic

• provides warmth together with massage effect

• relaxing, enhances circulation

• ideally contours to the body for an effective treatment

• convenient heating in microwave

• 100% cotton case

• with practical Velcro closure

• size: approx. 50 x 17 cm (without belt), one size

Note: Product subject to natural 

weight fluctuations.
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tomer broshureCust
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w!now

SISSEL® Balu

A very likeable cherry stone

pouch for young and old!

• approx. 20 cm

• 100 % cotton case

• washable at 30 °C

• heat up in microwave eat up in microwave 

orr oven

Notte: Product subject 

to nnatural weight 

flucctuations.

Item Number Attributes

150.110 SISSEL® Balu, red
150.111 SISSEL® Balu, orange
150.112 SISSEL® Balu, blue

Item Number Attributes

150.000 SISSEL® Cherry Heat Belt, sky-blue

Color:
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® Press-Ball –

especially suitable

for finger therapy

SISSEL® Press-Egg –

ideal for hand reha-

bilitation

m

SISSEL® Press-Balls and SISSEL® Press-Eggs

Work your hands and forearms!

• permits a specific training of musculature and improves

the mobility of hand and forearm

• works all muscles in your hand and fingers

• SISSEL® Press-Ball – especially suitable for finger therapy

• SISSEL® Press-Egg – ideal for hand rehabilitation

• available in 4 different resistances

• comes with exercise booklet

SISSEL® Ergo-Ball

Play and fun for the entire family!

• this ball develops a totally unpredictable jummping pattern due to

its unique hexagonal shape

• exercises reaction speed and hand-eye-coordination

• durable, easy to clean

SISSEL® Theraputty

Therapy putty for finger and hand exercises!

• use for in rehabilitation and to maintain

flexibility of fingers and hands

• use after surgery, injuries of the hand or rheumatic ailments

• avoid contact with clothes

• available in five different resistances, 

permit a continuos increase in training

Item Number Attributes

162.005 SISSEL® Press-Ball, soft
162.006 SISSEL® Press-Ball, medium
162.007 SISSEL® Press-Ball, strong
162.008 SISSEL® Press-Ball, x-strong
162.011 SISSEL® Press-Egg, soft
162.012 SISSEL® Press-Egg, medium
162.013 SISSEL® Press-Egg, strong
162.014 SISSEL® Press-Egg, x-strong

Item Number Attributes

162.022 SISSEL® Ergo-Ball, red

Item Number Attributes

162.001 SISSEL® Theraputty, x-soft, 85 g
162.003 SISSEL® Theraputty, soft, 85 g
162.004 SISSEL® Theraputty, medium, 85 g
162.009 SISSEL® Theraputty, strong, 85 g
162.010 SISSEL® Theraputty, x-strong, 85 g

Color/resistance: 

so
ft

m
ed

iu
m
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ng

x-
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Color/resistance:
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m
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m
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x-
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approx. 85 g
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SISSEL® REHA Pro

The SISSEL® REHA Pro offers various

functions and possibilities to 

strengthen and mobilize the

wrist, forearm and its

musculature!

• can be used in sports as well

as in physical therapy and

rehabilitation

• exercises and mobilizes flexor and extensor musclesnd extensor muscles

• easy usage, precise and various possibilities of adjustmente, precise and various possibilities of adjustment

• adjustable resistance for stable pressure

when exerccising

• convenient padding, safe grip

• locking clammp prevents

overstretching

Item Number Attributes

162.025 SISSEL® Reha Pro

SISSEL® Hand Grip

Designed to build up musculature 

in rehabilitation and sport theerapy!

• use to strengthen musculature 

of hand and forearm

• improves the mobility of fingerss

• continuously adjustable

• anti-slip grip

• available in 2 different variationns:

Therapy (orange): 2-15 kg

Sport (blue): 5-20 kg

Item Number Attributes

162.100 SISSEL® Hand Grip Sport, blue
162.101 SISSEL® Hand Grip Therapy, orange

Hand Grip Sport

Color:

SISSEL® Kinesiology Tape

For apllication in therapy and sports!

• for use in sports and for short-term

corrections of motion sequence

• 100% cotton with skin-friendly acrylic glue

• breathable, water resistant

• size: approx: 5 cm x 5 m

• available in 4 colors

162.202 SISSEL® Kinesiology Tape, 5 cm x 5 m, pink
162.201 SISSEL® Kinesiology Tape, 5 cm x 5 m, blue
162.200 SISSEL® Kinesiology Tape, 5 cm x 5 m, natural-colored
162.203 SISSEL® Kinesiology Tape, 5 cm x 5 m, black

Color:

Hand Grip H

TherapyT

NEW
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M A S S A G E

P O R TA B L E  T H E R A P Y
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R E L A X AT I O N  TO  G O
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SISSEL® Portal Pro

… the quick change artist!

• applications in physiotherapy, orthopedics, neural therapy

and rehabilitation; developed by therapists for therapists

• easy transport and adjustability provide superb application 

possibilities

• each element of the Portal Pro can be adjusted individually,

providing a perfect adaptation to the needs of patient and therapist

• better physiological positioning of patient as when sitting or lying for

long-lasting treatment sessions

• improved cushioning and pleasant to the touch PU cover for maxi-

mum comfort

• 7 adjustments

• frame: silver gray, cushioning: blue

• weight: approx. 8.5 kg

• incl. carry bag

SISSEL® Desktop Mobil 

Convenient and easy to handle!

• safely position on every regular table or massage table

• headrest continously adjustable to individual head and

upper body posture

• successful treatment of impaired patients without 

re-positioning

• use at a table for simple pressure relief

• opening in headrest prevents pressure

on nose and eyes

• incl. carry bag

y gincl. carry bag

Item Number Attributes

301.100 SISSEL® Portal Pro, incl. carry bag
301.100.10 Carry Bag

Item Number Attributes

301.000 SISSEL® Desktop Mobil
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SISSEL® Portable Massage Table Basic and Robust

nose-opening n
with cover incl.w

extremely softextremely soft 
cushioning for maximum

comfort

higher frame forhigher frame for
more leg-space

cushioning withcushioning with 
rounded edges

sturdy handle forsturdy handle for 
easier portability

height adjustable legsheight-adjustable legs
with double lock

SISSEL® Basic Portable Massage Table

• size: approx. 186 x 62 cm, 59 – 86 cm high, approx. 13.5 kg

(without bag)

• approx. 9.5 cm cushioning

• maximum load dynamic: 220 kg

• two openings at the front for retrofit headrest set

• optional: headrest set consisting of armrest and headrest 

with facial pad

SISSEL® Robust Portable Massage Table

• size: approx. 186 x 71 cm (incl. headrest approx. 212 cm),

59 – 86 cm high, approx. 16 kg (without bag)

• approx. 9.5 cm cushioning

• maximum load dynamic: 250 kg

• incl. armrest and adjustable headrest with facial pad

al accessory for theOption
SISSEL®® Basic Portable Massage

height-adjustableTable: 
ve and(positiv negative) head-
trest se consisting of armrest

ead rest with facial pad and he

SISSEL® Basic
Portable Massage Table

The professional tables for massage, therapy and cosmetic

treatments!

• extremely soft and pleasant cushioning for maximum comfort

• higher frame provides more leg-space for the therapist

• cushioning with rounded edges made from 2-layered, high density

special foam for longer durability

• height-adjustable with double lock

• light-weight and easy set up – even in confined spaces

• easy to transport due to low weight

• simple storage

• incl. carry bag

incl. carry bag

Item Number Attributes

300.100 SISSEL® Basic Portable Massage Table, blue, incl. carry bag
300.200 SISSEL® Robust Portable Massage Table, blue, incl. carry bag
300.100.15 Carry bag for model Basic
300.200.15 Carry bag for model Robust
300.101 SISSEL® Basic Accessory Kit (armrest & headrest)
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® Robust Portable Massage Table,
incl. head- and armrest –aluminium headrest –

blelength-adjustable to tab
height-adjustable

headrest – positive and
negative

removable facial pad

SISSEL® Hang Up

The versatile inversion table!

• increasing stress on musculature, joints and the spinal column caused

by physical activities, like sports, excessive workouts, bending, lifting,

long sitting or standing lead to compression and rotation pressure

and are often the reason for complaints

• the reversed strain during excercises with the inversion tablee auto-

matically creates a relief

• tensions can dissolve, contributing to a pain relief

• positive influence on blood circulation

• do athletic workouts, such as stomach muscle exercises (sit uups) 

• fast set up, space-saving storage

• suitable for body heights of 1.40 m up to 1.98 m

• maximum height approx. 2.05 m to 2.09 m (with maximum

body height adjustment)

• max. body weight 110 kg

Item Number Attributes

302.001 SISSEL® Hang Up, black
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Typesetting and printing errors excepted. 
Changes in color, material and construction possible.

SISSEL® GmbH · Bruchstrasse 48 · D-67098 Bad Dürkheim

Phone +49632298943-0 · Fax +49632298943-10

E-Mail info@sissel.com · www.sissel.com
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